LAKELAND FR KNIT PERFORMANCE APPAREL
SHARP DESIGN FEATURES

TAG FREE BACK COLLAR

You’ve been wearing stylish
performance gear for years, now
you can get it at work. Lakeland’s
contrasting stitch design means you
can go from safe-at-work to the gym,
the trails or out on the town, with ease.

Lakeland FR Performance apparel
is designed with your comfort
in mind. The tag free back collar
means you’ll never fight with an
itchy neck tag again.

MOBILITY OF ARM
MOVEMENT

SEAMLESS UNDERARM
GUSSETS

Designed to accommodate overhead
reaching and side to side movements,
the Lakeland apparel arm construction
is a thing of beauty. With a singular
seam that runs the length of the sleeve
and body, the garment is both flexible
and functional.

FR shirts designed to eliminate seam
pull and shirt rise mean you won’t
feel any restriction as you maneuver
on the job. In fact, you’ll feel total arm
freedom with our industry leading
underarm gussets and seamless
design. Less chafing and restriction,
maximum comfort.

FLAT SEAM CONSTRUCTION

CONTOURED SHAPE FOR
IMPROVED SAFETY

Never feel the scratch of thread again.
Lakeland FR performance garment
seams are smooth and comfortable
against your skin, with fabric laid
side-by-side and stitched flat, so
the transition of fabric is almost,
well, seamless.

No matter what your size or shape,
men or women, Lakeland has an FR
performance shirt for you. Designed to
provide functional fit for all, Lakeland
apparel offers a sleek design to reduce
bulk and keep you safe on the job.

FUNCTIONALITY IN
THE DESIGN

SUPERIOR MOISTURE
WICKING TECHNOLOGY

Our FR garments are designed to pull
moisture off your skin to keep you
cooler in the heat and warmer in the
cold. With your body temperature
in check, you’ll see a boost in your
comfort and overall safety on the job.

BETTER STYLE. PERFORMANCE. MOISTURE WICKING.
www.lakeland.com

info@lakeland.com | #AskforLakeland

A properly constructed FR garment
should balance safety, protection,
fabric quality and comfort, without
compromise. Designed specifically
to outlast the elements and
maximize moisture wicking and
comfort, Lakeland’s FR performance
apparel is designed with safety and
maneuverability in mind.

